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Let S be an affine semigroup, i.e., a finitely generated submonoid of the
additive monoid N r, where N is the set of nonnegative integers and r is
w xsome number, and let k S denote the semigroup ring over S, where k is a
w xfield. Then k S is a homomorphic image of some polynomial ring over k.
Let I be an ideal of A such that the ring ArI is canonically isomorphic to
w x w xk S . It is natural to examine I to investigate the properties of k S , for
example, Cohen]Macaulay and Buchsbaum properties. Kamoi proved
that, under the conditions that S is simplicial and that the height of I is 2,
w x  .k S is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if m I F 3, where m denotes the
w xleast number of generators 10 . Independently, there are many results
w x  .concerning the relationship between the properties of k S and m I ,
3  w x.when it is the coordinate ring of the monomial curve in P e.g., 1]4, 9 .
In this paper, we will generalize these results uniformly. We only set the
assumption that the height of I is 2.
In Section 1, we will prepare the notation of monoid rings. Monoid rings
are defined for submodules of Z r, where Z is the ring of integers, and
w xstudied in 7 . An affine semigroup ring is a monoid ring.
In Section 2, we will find a minimal generating system of the defining
ideal of the monoid ring associated with the submodule of Z r of rank 2,
when it is positively graded and we will give a minimal free resolution of it.
Consequently, we can prove that
THEOREM. If a monoid ring ArI is a positi¨ ely graded k-Buchsbaum ring
 . and if the height of I is 2, we ha¨e m I F k q 3. For the definition of
.k-Buchsbaum, see Section 2.
 .In particular, if it is Cohen]Macaulay, m I F 3, and if it is Buchsbaum,
 .  .m I F 4 for further results, see Theorem 2.6 .
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1. PRELIMINARIES
 w x. w xDEFINITION cf. 7 . Let A s k X , . . . , X be a polynomial ring over1 r
r  .a field k. We associate ¨ g Z Z is the ring of integers with a polynomial
F ¨ s F ¨ y F ¨ s Xys i¨ . y X s i¨ . , .  .  .  y q i i
 .  .s ¨ -0 s ¨ )0i i
 . rwhere s ¨ is the ith entry of ¨ . For a submodule V of Z , we define ani
 .  .ideal I V of A that is generated by all polynomials of the form F ¨ for
 .¨ g V, and we call a ring ArI V a monoid ring associated with V.
 .  .  . w xAssume that I V is generated by F ¨ , . . . , F ¨ . In 6 , it is proved1 s
that, for any ¨ g V and any monomial G, there is an expression
t
GF ¨ s G F d ¨ .  . k k jk
ks1
such that G is a monomial d g Z for each k,k k
GF ¨ s G F d ¨ , GF ¨ s G F d ¨ , .  . .  .y 1 y 1 j q t q t j1 t
G F d ¨ s G F d ¨ for k s 1, . . . , t y 1, .  .k q k j kq1 y kq1 jk kq1
and
¨ s d ¨ . k jk
 .We call this a decomposition of GF ¨ .
w x r  .PROPOSITION 1.1 6, Proposition 1.5 . Let ¨ , ¨ g Z . Then F ¨ q ¨1 2 1 2
  .  ..  .g F ¨ , F ¨ if and only if there is no pair i, i9 such that1 2
s ¨ - 0, s ¨ ) 0 .  .i 1 i 2
and that
s ¨ ) 0, s ¨ - 0. .  .i9 1 i9 2
 .  .  .Then we say that F ¨ q ¨ is monomially expressed by F ¨ and F ¨ .1 2 1 2
w x rLEMMA 1.2 8, Lemma 1.1 . Let V be a submodule of Z . The following
are equi¨ alent:
 .1 V is contained in the kernel of a positi¨ e unimodular ¨ector,
 .  .  .2 for each ¨ g V, there are i, i9 with s ¨ ) 0 and s ¨ - 0,i i9
 .  .  .3 I V ; X , X , . . . , X .1 2 r
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We say that V is positi¨ e if one of the conditions of Lemma 1.2 is
satisfied. Assume that V is positive. Then there is a positive unimodular
 .vector n , . . . , n whose kernel contains V. We set deg X s n for each i.1 r i i
 .  .Then I V is homogeneous and ArI V is a positively graded ring.
Throughout this paper, the degree means this weighted degree. For ¨ g V,
 .we denote deg ¨ in place of deg F ¨ .
LEMMA 1.3. Let V be a positi¨ e submodule of Z r and w , w g V. If1 2
 .deg w q w G deg w ,1 2 1
deg w q 2w G deg w q w . .  .1 2 1 2
Proof. There are monomials M, M , M , M9, M X , M X with1 2 1 2
MF w q w s M F w q M F w , .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
M9F w q 2w s M X F w q M X F 2w , .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  X X .  .  .satisfying GCD M , M s GCD M , M s 1, M F w s M F w ,1 2 1 2 1 q 1 2 y 2
X  . X  .and M F w s M F 2w . By assumption, we have deg M F deg M .1 q 1 2 y 2 1
Note that deg M X s 0 if deg M X ) 0 and deg M X ) 0 if deg M ) 0;X 2 X 1 X 1 X 1i i i i
deg M X s deg M X1 X 1i
Xdeg M )0X 1i
G deg M X X 1i
deg M )0X 1i
s deg F 2w y deg F w .  . . X y 2 X q 1i i
deg M )0X 1i
G 2 deg F w y deg F w .  . . X y 2 X q 1i i
deg M )0X 1i
s 2 deg M X 1i
deg M )0X 1i
s 2 deg M .1
  .  ..   .  ..Since M s GCD F w , F w and M9 s GCD F w , F 2w ,y 1 q 2 y 1 q 2
we have deg M9 F 2 deg M. Hence
deg F w q 2w s deg M X q deg F w y deg M9 .  .1 2 1 1
G 2 deg M q deg F w y 2 deg M .1 1
s deg F w q w q deg M y deg M .1 2 1
G deg F w q w . Q.E.D. .1 2
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2. MAIN RESULTS
 4 2Notations. We define subsets M of Z as follows:p pG 0
v  .  .  .4M s B, M s 1, 0 , 0, 1 , y1, 0 ;0 1
v  4 if M s a , a , a , . . . , we define M s a , a qp p1 p2 p3 pq1 p1 p1
4 a , a , a q a , a , . . . . Note that the order of elements of M isp2 p2 p2 p3 p3 p
.inductively defined.
We can easily see that the number of elements of M is 1 q 2 p forp
 4  .p G 1. We write M s a , a , . . . . Then a s 1, 0 for any p G 1, andp p1 p2 p1
 .a and a are unimodular, i.e., det a , a s 1. For, if a sp q pqq1. p q pqq1. p q
a , py1.q9
det a , a s det a , a q a .  .p q pqq1.  py1.q9  py1.q9  py1. q9q1.
s det a , a . . py1.q9  py1. q9q1.
Hence the assertion is proved by the induction on p.
 : rPut M s lim M . Let V s ¨ , ¨ be a submodule of Z . For a g M ,` p 1 2 p q `
 .   .  . .we write F a in place of F s a ¨ q s a ¨ .p q 1 p q 1 2 p q 2
 :  .PROPOSITION 2.1. If V s ¨ , ¨ , then I V is generated by all polyno-1 2
 .mials of the form F a , where a g M .p q p q `
Proof. It is enough to prove that, for any b , b g Z with b G 0 and1 2 1
 .  .  .gcd b , b s 1, there is a g M with s a s b and s a s b .1 2 p q ` 1 p q 1 2 p q 2
 .Assume b G 0. Then b s b , b s b a q b a . If b G b , we have2 1 2 1 11 2 12 1 2
 .  .b s b y b a q b a . If b - b , we have b s b a q b y b a .1 2 21 2 22 1 2 1 22 2 1 23
Hence, by the same argument as the Euclidean algorithm, we see that
there is a g M with b s a . Q.E.D.p q ` p q
For each p, there is the sequential order - in M , and we see thatp
M ; M and that the order in M is refined in M . Hence wep pq1 p pq1
naturally define an order - on M . More precisely, for a, b g M , a - b` `
if there is p such that M contains both a and b and that a - b in M .p p
For a g M , we definep q `
<U s a g M a - a - a . 4p q ` p q pqq1.
  ..  . LEMMA 2.2. Let J s F a . If J s I V and deg F a qp q a g M yU p qp q ` p q
.   .  ..  .a G max deg F a , deg F a , F a q a is monomi-pqq1. p q pqq1. p q pqq1.
 .  .ally expressed by F a and F a .p q pqq1.
 .  .Proof. Let F a q a s G F d a be a decomposition,p q pqq1. k k p qk k
 .  .where a g M y U , and put  G F d a s GF w . Sincep q ` p q 2 k k p qk k k k
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 .a , a is unimodular, we havep q pqq1.
d a s d a q d a and w s d a q d a ,1 p q 11 p q 12 pqq1. 21 p q 22 pqq1.1 1
where d q d s d q d s 1. Since a f U , we have d d F 0.11 21 12 22 p q p q 11 121 1
 . If d s 0 and d - 0, F a is monomially expressed by F d y12 11 pqq1. 11
. .  .  .1 a and F w , since F a q a is monomially expressed byp q p q pqq1.
 .  .  .  .F d a and F w . Hence F a is monomially expressed by F ya11 p q pqq1. p q
 .  .and F a q a . By assumption, we have deg F a s deg Fp q pqq1. pqq1.
 .  .a q a . Thus F a q a is monomially expressed byp q pqq1. p q pqq1.
 .  .F a and F a .pqq1. p q
 .Assume d s 0 and d ) 0. Suppose that F a q a is not12 11 p q pqq1.
 .  .monomially expressed by F a and F a . Then there is i withp q pqq1.
 .  .  .s a - 0 and s a ) 0. Since F a q a is monomiallyi p q i pqq1. p q pqq1.
 .  .  .  .expressed by F d a and F w , we have s w F 0; hence s a ) 011 p q i i p q
since w s d a q a and d - 0, a contradiction. Hence the asser-21 p q pqq1. 21
tion is proved in this case. The case d s 0 is similar.11
 .Now assume d ) 0 and d - 0. Then we claim that F a q a11 12 p q pqq1.
 .  .is monomially expressed by F a and F a . Suppose that there is ip q pqq1.
 .  .  .with s a - 0 and s a ) 0. Then s d a q d a - 0i p q i pqq1. i 11 p q 12 pqq1.
 .  .and s w s s d a q d a ) 0 since d - 0 and d ) 0. Thisi i 21 p q 22 pqq1. 21 22
 .  .contradicts that F a q a is monomially expressed by F d ap q pqq1. 1 p q1 1
 .  .and F w . Thus there is no such i, that is, F a q a is monomiallyp q pqq1.
 .  .expressed by F a and F a . The case d - 0 and d ) 0 isp q pqq1. 11 12
similar. This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 2.3. Let V ; Z r be a positi¨ e submodule of rank 2. We choose
  .  .4  4¨ , ¨ g V with min deg ¨ q ¨ , deg ¨ y ¨ G max deg ¨ , deg ¨ and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 :  .V s ¨ , ¨ such ¨ and ¨ always exist . Let A ; M be a set as follows:1 2 1 2 `
v M ; A;1
v  .if a , a g A and if F a q a is not monomially ex-p q pqq1. p q pqq1.
 .  .pressed by F a and F a , then a q a g A.p q pqq1. p q pqq1.
 .  .Then all F a for a g A except F a form a minimal generating systemp q p q 13
 .of I V .
 .  .  .  .Proof. Suppose that F ¨ , F ¨ , F ¨ , . . . , F ¨ form a minimal1 2 3 s
 .  .  .generating system of I V . Then we may assume F ¨ s F a forj p qj j
 :  .each j, since V s ¨ , ¨ . If there is no a in U , F a q a is1 2 p q p q p q pqq1.j j
 .  .monomially expressed by F a and F a , by Lemma 2.2. Thenp q pqq1.
A l U s B.p q
If a , a g A and if there is some a in U , then F a qp q pqq1. p q p q p qj j
.  .  .a is not monomially expressed F a and F a . Supposepqq1. p q pqq1.
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 .a q a / a for each j. By Lemma 2.2, F a q a fp q pqq1. p q p q pqq1.j j
  ..  .F a . Since the degree of F a q a is minimal in theag AyU p q pqq1.p q
 .polynomials of the form F a with a g U , ifp q
F a q a s G F d a .  .p q pqq1. k k p qk k
is a decomposition and if a g U , we have d s "1 and G s 1.p q p q k kk k 0 00 0
Note that if a appears in the decomposition more than two times, wep qk k0 0
obtain another decomposition with shorter length. Hence we may assume
 .that it appears in the decomposition only once. By replacing F ap qk k0 0
 .  .with F a q a , we obtain a minimal generating system of I Vp q pqq1.
 .which contains F a q a . Note a q a g A in this case. Thisp q pqq1. p q pqq1.
completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Note. The vectors ¨ and ¨ satisfying the conditions of the theorem1 2
certainly exist. We will explain how to get them. First, we choose ¨ , ¨ g V1 2
 :with V s ¨ , ¨ . If they satisfy the conditions of the theorem, we have1 2
  .  .4nothing to do. If not, we have min deg ¨ q ¨ , deg ¨ y ¨ -1 2 1 2
 4  .max deg ¨ , deg ¨ . If deg ¨ q ¨ - deg ¨ , we replace ¨ with ¨ q ¨ .1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2
Then the degree of ¨ decreases. In another case, we replace the suitable1
vector. By repeatedly comparing the degree of four vectors and replacing
the vector if necessary, we have desired vectors ¨ and ¨ .1 2
Assume that ¨ , ¨ satisfy the conditions of the theorem and deg ¨ F1 2 1
deg ¨ . Then, by Lemma 1.3, we have2
< 4deg ¨ s min deg ¨ ¨ g V1
and
<  :deg ¨ s min deg ¨ ¨ g V , ¨ , ¨ s V . 42 1
Note. By Theorem 2.3, we can easily find a minimal generating system
 .of I V when V is positive of rank 2.
For instance, let
1 1 1 1V s Ker . /0 1 5 6
 :Then we have V s ¨ , ¨ , where1 2
1 y4
y1 5¨ s and ¨ s .1 2y1 y1 0  0
1 0
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 .First, we write in order like ¨ , ¨ , y¨ . Next, if F ¨ q ¨ is not1 2 1 1 2
 .  .monomially expressed by F ¨ and F ¨ , we write ¨ q ¨ between ¨1 2 1 2 1
and ¨ . We can check this only by seeing the signatures of entries of ¨2 1
and ¨ from Proposition 1.1. In this case, we write it there, and we do the2
same argument for ¨ and y¨ . In this case, we write nothing between ¨2 1 2
 .  .  .and y¨ , since F ¨ y ¨ is monomially expressed by F ¨ and F y¨ .1 2 1 2 1
Next, we do the same argument for ¨ and ¨ q ¨ and for ¨ q ¨ and1 1 2 1 2
¨ . This argument is repeated until any binomial associated with the sum2
of successive two vectors is monomially expressed. In this case, we obtain
the sequence of vectors
¨ , 4¨ q ¨ , 3¨ q ¨ , 2¨ q ¨ , ¨ q ¨ , ¨ , y¨ .1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
Then
I V s F ¨ , F 4¨ q ¨ , F 3¨ q ¨ , .  .  .  . 1 1 2 1 2
F 2¨ q ¨ , F ¨ q ¨ , F ¨ .  .  . .1 2 1 2 2
  ..and m I V s 6.
w xNote. In 12 , Morales investigated the defining ideal of the semigroup
ring associated with the simplicial semigroup ring of codimension 2. He
gave a generating system of the defining ideal of it, which turns out to be a
Grobner base.È
w xThe following is a generalization of a result in 1 .
THEOREM 2.4. Let V be a positi¨ e submodule of Z r of rank 2. If
  ..  .m I V s s G 3, the ring ArI V has a minimal free resolution
f f f3 2 1sy3 2 sy2. s6 6 6 6 60 A A A A 0.
 4Proof. Let A s a , . . . , a , ya s a with a - a if i - j. Put f s1 s 1 sq1 i j 1
  .  ..F a , . . . , F a . Let D be the triangle whose vertices are a , a , a g A1 s i jk i j k
such that there are p, q with a s a , a s a , a s a , andi p q j pqq1. k pqq2.
a s a q a . Note that the number of all such triangles is s y 2. For eachj i k
D , there are decompositions of 0,i jk
M F a q M F ya q M F a s 0 .  .  .1 i 2 j 3 k
and
M X F a q M X F a q M X F ya s 0, .  .  .1 i 3 k 2 j
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 .  X X X . with GCD M , M , M s GCD M , M , M s 1 these relationships are1 2 3 1 2 3
.obtained by eliminating two different monomials in a binomial . Then
M s GCD F a , F a , M X s GCD F a , F a , .  .  .  . .  .1 q j q k 1 y j y k
M s GCD F a , F a , M X s GCD F a , F a , .  .  .  . .  .2 q i y k 2 y i q k
M s GCD F a , F a , M X s GCD F a , F a , .  .  .  . .  .3 y i y j 3 q i q j
and
M M X y M M X s yF a , M M X y M M X s yF a , .  .1 2 2 1 k 1 3 3 1 j
M M X y M M X s yF a . .2 3 3 2 i
Let
b s M e y M e q M e g Asi jk 1 i 2 j 3 k
and
bX s M X e y M X e q M X e g As .i jk 1 i 2 j 3 k
Then b , b g Ker f for each D . In addition, let f : A2 sy2. ª Asi jk i jk 9 1 i jk 2
be a map that is presented by the matrix whose column vectors consist of
all b and bX for each D .i jk i jk i jk
We have the equations
s bX b y s b bX s yF a e q F a e .  . .  .j i jk i jk j i jk i jk k i i k
and
s bX b y s b bX s yF a e q F a e , .  . .  .k i jk i jk k i jk i jk j i i j
where s denotes the ith entry. If there are triangles D and D , wei i jk ik l
have
s bX b y s b bX y s bX b q s b bX s 0. .  . .  .j i jk i jk j i jk i jk l ik l ik l l i k l ik l
In fact, there are two triangles that have the same edge, there is a
relationship as above in any case, and the number of such pairs of triangles
 X 4 2 sy2.  .is s y 3. Let e , e be a basis of A with f e s b andi jk i jk 2 i jk i jk
 X . Xf e s b . Then2 i jk i jk
s bX e y s b eX y s bX e q s b eX .  . .  .j i jk i jk j i jk i jk l ik l ik l l i k l ik l
defines a map f : Asy3 ª A2 sy2. and we obtain a complex of free3
modules
f f f3 2 1sy3 2 sy2. s6 6 6 6 60 A A A A 0.
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We claim that it is acyclic, by using the acyclicity criterion of Buchsbaum
w xand Eisenbud 5, Theorem 1.4.12 . The expected rank r of f is s y 1 ifi i
 .i s 2 and s y 3 if i s 3. Hence we must show ht I f G 2 andsy1 2
 .  .ht I f G 3, where I f is the ideal generated by t minors of f .sy3 3 t i i
Since a - a for i ) 2, we have a s t¨ q ¨ for t G 0. If t ) 0, which2 i 2 1 2
is the case since s G 3, a - a y ¨ - ??? - ¨ g A. Let P be an s =2 2 1 2
 . Xs y 1 matrix whose first column is b and whose other columns are123
b . Let Q be the submatrix of P obtained by cutting out its first row.i jk
 .Since b s M e y M e q M e , we have det Q s "MF a , where M isi jk i i j j k k 1
a monomial. Furthermore, if ijk / 123, we replace b with bX andi jk i jk
  .  X ..obtain the same result and we note GCD s b , s b s 1, where si i jk i i jk i
 .denotes the ith entry. Thus there exist two s y 1 minors Q and Q in1 2
 .  .  .  .  .I f such that det Q s "M F a , det Q s "M F a , andsy1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
M , M are relatively prime monomials.1 2
 .  .Suppose ht I f s 1. Then I f is contained in a prime ideal ofsy1 2 sy1 2
 .height 1; hence a principal ideal f . Since f divides all s y 1 minors of
 .f , it must be F a . Similarly, we consider the submatrix of P obtained2 1
 .  .by cutting out its second row. However, the ideal f contains F a }a2
 .contradiction. Thus ht I f G 2.sy1 2
 .We will show ht I f G 3 for s ) 3. Let i , . . . , i be numberssy3 3 1 sy2
with a s a g A, a q a f A , and a q a f A , wherei p q pqy1. p q k p q pqq1. kk
 4A s A y a , . . . , a for each k. For each k, let c sk i i k1 ky 1
  .. sykF a : A ª A and put c s f . Then, in the same wayi i/ i , . . . , i , sq1 0 11 k
that we define f , f from f , we obtain the complex2 3 1
c
X
ck ksy3yk 2 sy2yk . syk6 6 6 6 60 A A A A 0
for k s 1, . . . , s y 3, and c X can be regarded as the submatrix of c X .k ky1
 X .We claim ht I c G 3 for k s 0, . . . , s y 4 and for any choice ofsy3yk k
i , . . . , i .1 sy2
 X .If k s s y 4, I c is a monomial ideal of the form1 sy4
GCD G , GX , GCD G , GX , GCD G , GX , GCD G , GX , .  .  .  . .1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
X X  .where G , G , G , G are monomials with GCD G , G s GCD1 2 1 2 1 2
 X X .  X .G , G s 1. Hence ht I c s 4.1 2 1 sy4
 X.Assume s G 5, k - s y 4, and ht I c G 3 for l s k q 1, . . . , s ysy3yl l
4. Suppose that there is a prime ideal p with ht p s 2 that contains
 X .I c . Let a s a g A with a q a f A and a q asy3yk k i p q pqy1. p q k p q pqq1.
f A . Of course, we can regard this a as a . Note that the number ofk i ikq 1
 X .such a is at least 2. Then, by assumption, ht I c G 3. By thei sy3yky1. ky1
choice of a , we havei
s b , s bX I c X ; I f ; p. .  . .  . .i  iy1. i iq1. i  iy1. i iq1. sy3yky1. ky1 sy3 3
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Hence
s b , s bX ; p. .  . .i  iy1. i iq1. i  iy1. i iq1.
  .  X ..Note GCD s b , s b s 1. Thus p is a monomial ideali  iy1. i iq1. i  iy1. i iq1.
generated by two indeterminates X , X .m m9
Let a be another element in A satisfying the same condition of a .i9 i
Then
s b , s bX ; p .  . .i9  i9y1. i9 i9q1. i9  i9y1. i9 i9q1.
and we write a s d a q d a for d d - 0. There is a relationshipi9 1 iy1 2 iq1 1 2
MF a s M F d a q M F d a , .  .  .i9 1 1 iy1 2 2 iq1
 .  .w h ere M F d a s M F d a an d M s G C D1 q 1 iy 1 2 y 2 iq 1
  .  ..F d a , F d a . Then M is divided by X or X , sincey 1 iy1 q 2 iq1 m m9
 X 4  .  .b , b expresses all relationships for F ¨ , . . . , F ¨ . Assume Xi jk i jk 1 s m
 .  .divides M. If d ) 0, X divides both F a and F a . Then it1 m y iy1 y iq1
 .  X .does not divide either s b or s b , since they arei  iy1. i iq1. i  iy1. i iq1.
  .  ..   .  ..GCD F a , F a and GCD F a , F a }a contradic-y iy1 q iq1 q iy1 y iq1
tion. The case of d - 0 is similar. Hence such p does not exist. We1
 X .  X .conclude ht I c G 3. Therefore we have ht I c G 3 forsy3yk k sy3yk k
 .  X .k s 0, . . . , s y 4. In particular, ht I f s ht I c G 3. This com-ry3 3 sy3 0
pletes the proof. Q.E.D.
 w x.COROLLARY 2.5 cf. 10, Theorem 2.3 . Let V be a positi¨ e submodule of
 .   ..rank 2. The ring ArI V is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if m I V F 3.
r  .Let V be a positive submodule of Z of rank 2 and m s X , . . . , X a1 r
ry3  .. maximal ideal of A. If the local cohomology module H ArI V them
w x.definition of the local cohomology modules is in 5, 3.6 is finite length
and if there is k G 0 with
mkH ry3 ArI V s 0, . .m
 .  w x.we say that ArI V is k-Buchsbaum cf. 3 , and if it is k-Buchsbaum and
 .not k y 1 -Buchsbaum, we also say that it is strictly k-Buchsbaum.
w xNote. By the local duality theorem 5, Theorem 3.6.19 ,
Ext ry i ArI V , A ( Hom H i ArI V , E .  . .  . .A A m
for 0 F i F r, where E is the injective hull of the residue field Arm. Since
 .  .pd ArI V F 3 and dim ArI V s r y 2,A
H i ArI V s 0 for i / r y 3, r y 2. . .m
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 .Hence ArI V is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if it is 0-Buchsbaum and it
is Buchsbaum if and only if it is 1-Buchsbaum.
 w x w x.THEOREM 2.6 cf. 3, Proposition 6.1 and 11, Theorem 3.1 . Let V be a
positi¨ e submodule of rank 2.
 .  .1 If ArI V is k-Buchsbaum and k ) 0, we ha¨e r s 4.
 .  .   ..2 If ArI V is strictly 1-Buchsbaum, m I V s 4.
 .  .   ..3 If ArI V is k-Buchsbaum, m I V F k q 3.
w xProof. By the local duality theorem 5, Theorem 3.6.19 ,
Ext3 ArI V , A ( Hom H ry3 ArI V , E , .  . .  . .A A m
where E is the injective hull of the residue field Arm. Thus, if
ry3  .. 3   . .H ArI V is finite length, so is Ext ArI V , A , and thenm A
k ry3  .. k 3   . .m H ArI V s 0 if and only if m Ext ArI V , A s 0.m A
 .1 Following the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.4,
Ext3 ArI V , A ( Asy3rIm tf , . .A 3
where tf : A2 sy2. ª Asy3. Let J be the image of Im tf by the projection3 3
to the first entry Asy3 ª A. We have a surjective map Asy3rIm tf ª ArJ:3
6 t 6 sy3 6 sy3 t 60 Im f A A rIm f 03 3
6 6 6
6 6 6 6
0 J A ArJ 0,
and J is generated by all entries of the first row of tf , which consists of3
four monomials and zeros. Thus it is of height 4. By assumption,
Asy3rIm tf is finite length and so is ArJ. Thus dim A s 4, i.e., r s 4.3
 .  .2 follows from 3 .
 .   ..  .3 Put s s m I V . Since ArI V is k-Buchsbaum, if s s 4,
H 1 ArI V ( Ar X c1 , X c2 , X c3 , X c4 , . .  .m 1 2 3 4
where c ) 0 and i s 1, 2, 3, 4. Then k G 4c y 3 ) 0.i i
Assume s ) 4. By using the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.4,
H 1 ArI V ( Asy3rIm tf . . .m 3
We claim mky1Asy3 o Im tf for k F s y 3. Let J be the ideal of A3 i
generated by all entries of the ith row vector of tf . Then J is of the form3 i
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 ci1 ci2 ci3 ci4. tX , X , X , X for c ) 0 and i s 1, 2, 3, 4. If f is of the form1 2 3 4 i j 3
. . .. . .. . .
c c ci j i j i j9??? X ??? ??? X ??? X ???j j j9
. . .. . .or ,. . .
c c ci9 j i9 j0 i9 j??? X ??? ??? X ??? X ???j j0 j 0  0. . .. . .. . .
Im tf does not contain X ce for any c ) 0. Hence the claim is proved in3 j i
this case.
We consider the remaining case, i.e., tf is not of above form. Then we3
t  .may assume that f s m satisfies the conditions3 i j
v
ci1 ci2 ci3 ci4 4  4  4  4m , m s X , X and m , m s X , Xi2 iy1. i2 i. 1 2 i2 iq1. i2 iq2. 3 4
for each i,
v the other entries are zero.
Hence, to prove msy4Asy3 o Im tf , the following assertion is sufficient:3
 .  .  .Let c s m be the t = 2 t q 2 matrix t ) 1 such thati j
v
ci1 ci2 ci3 ci4 4  4  4  4m , m s X , X and m , m s X , Xi2 iy1. i2 i. 1 2 i2 iq1. i2 iq2. 3 4
with c ) 0 for each i, j,i j
v the other entries are zero.
then X ty1e f Im c .3 1
Now we will prove this by the induction on t.
If t s 2, the assertion is clear. Assume t ) 2. We may assume m s X c1313 3
and m s X c21. Suppose X ty1e g Im c . Then X c21 X ty1yc13 e g Im c23 1 3 1 1 3 2
and X ty1yc13 e g Im c 9, where c 9 is the matrix obtained by replacing all3 2
entries of the first row of c with 0. By the induction hypothesis, X ty2e f3 2




1 ya¨ s , ¨ s1 21 0 0  0y1 0
 :   ..  .for a ) 1 and V s ¨ , ¨ . Then m I V s a q 2 and I V s1 2
  .  ..  .F ¨ , . . . , F ¨ , where ¨ s j y 2 ¨ q ¨ for j G 3. Let1 aq2 j 1 2
f f f3 2 1ay1 2 a aq26 6 6 6 60 A A A A 0
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 .   .  .be a minimal free resolution of ArI V with f s F ¨ , F ¨ ,1 1 2
 .  ..F ¨ , . . . , F ¨ . Then3 aq2
¡ ay1 ay1 ay2 ay2 ay1 ay1¦X X X X X X ??? X X1 2 1 3 2 4 3 4
X X 0 0 ??? 0 04 3
yX yX X X2 1 4 3
f s . .2 0 0 yX yX . .2 1 . .
. .. . X X4 3. .¢ §0 0 yX yX2 1
and
X 0 ??? 0¡ ¦3




f s .3 0 X2
0 0 yX X1 3
. .. . X yX2 4. .
??? 0 yX1¢ §??? 0 X2
ay1 1   ..  .  .Hence m H ArI V s 0, i.e., ArI V is a y 1 -Buchsbaum andm
  ..  .   ..m I V s a y 1 q 3. This implies that the upper bound of m I V ,
 .when ArI V is k-Buchsbaum, is the best possible.
Remark. If V is positive of rank 2, the property of k-Buchsbaum does
not depend on the characteristic of the coefficient field of the polynomial
w xring A. In general, it is known that it depends on it 14 .
Remark. Assume
1 1 1 1V s Ker . /0 a b c
 .  c cya a cyb b c. 3Then I V defines the monomial curve s , s t , s t , t in P . In this
case, with regard to strictly k-Buchsbaum, it is already known that
 .   .. w x1 when k s 0, m I V s 3 2 ;
 .   ..2 when k s 1, m I V s 4 and a s 2m y 1, b s 2m q 1, c s
w x4m, and m G 1 4 ;
 .   .. w x3 when k s 2, m I V s 4 or 5 9 .
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w x   ..  .In 3, Proposition 6.1 , it is proved that m I V F 2k q 2 if ArI V is
k-Buchsbaum and k ) 0. The case of the simplicial semigroup ring is
w x w xstudied in 10 and 11 .
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